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Abstract

NYNEX MAX is an expert system used to diagnosis the local loop of the telephone network.
This expert system analyzes the result of an automated electric test on a telephone line and,
using that and other information, determines the type of problem.  The expert system rules have
numeric parameters that give bounds on electrical measurements that are indicative of each type
of problem.  Manually setting these parameter values is a difficult task.  The problem is
compounded by the fact that NYNEX MAX is used at many different sites, and the peculiarities
at each site require that different parameter values be used at each site.  We present a system,
called Opti-MAX, that automatically sets the parameter values by analyzing the decisions made
by experts troubleshooting problems.  Opti-MAX can be used to reduce the number of mistakes
made by MAX.

1Andrea Danyluk was an employee of NYNEX Science and Technology, Inc. from November 1990 to June
1994.
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1.0 Introduction

This research was motivated by a problem of learning to troubleshoot a telephone network using

data provided by NYNEX2. NYNEX has implemented a rule-based expert system, MAX [1], that

is used to determine the location of a malfunction for customer-reported telephone troubles.  In

particular, MAX troubleshoots the "local loop" which is that part of the telephone network from

the central office to the customer's premise. MAX, as well as other systems that have grown out

of the original system, are an important part of the operations of NYNEX New York and

NYNEX New England, the largest phone companies for those regions.

Like all expert systems, MAX requires occasional maintenance to its knowledge base.  In

addition, MAX is used at many different sites in New York and New England and there are small

differences in how examples should be classified at each site.  The designers of MAX have

facilitated this customization by having a set of numeric parameters (e.g., indicating when a

voltage is too high) that are set at each site or adjusted periodically to improve its performance.

The goal of this research is to develop strategies for tuning these parameters for improved

performance on the examples.  Due to the large volume of troubles processed by MAX and MAX-

related systems, even a small improvement in performance (as little as 1%) can have a large

impact on the cost savings for the phone companies.

In the remainder of this paper, we first describe the troubleshooting problem and MAX in more

detail.  Second, we discuss how data were collected to be used in this study.  Third, we describe

Opti-MAX, our approach for revising the parameters of MAX.  Finally, we describe the results of

experiments in which we use Opti-MAX to improve upon the parameters used by MAX.

2.0 The NYNEX MAX Expert System

MAX (Maintenance Administrator eXpert) is an expert system developed by NYNEX Science and

Technology, Inc. for the high-level diagnosis of customer-reported telephone troubles [1].  MAX

runs on Sun Workstations and is implemented in ART, which is a product of Inference Corp. It is

a moderately complex system, consisting of over 150 rules. MAX diagnoses troubles in the local

loop, which is that part of the network from the central office to the customer premises.  Given

information about the customer's line, MAX determines roughly where the trouble lies and selects

the type of technician to whom the trouble should be assigned.

2NYNEX is the parent company of NYNEX New England and NYNEX New York, formerly New England
Telephone and New York Telephone.
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When NYNEX customers have problems with their lines, they call a special number to report the

problem (the "trouble").  A phone company representative takes information from the customer

about the symptoms of the trouble and creates a trouble report.  At the same time, the

representative initiates electrical tests on the line--the Mechanized Loop Test, or MLT.3 The data

gathered by the MLT, which include voltage readings, for example, are attached to the trouble

report, which is then sent to a Maintenance Administrator (MA) for diagnosis.  The MA also

receives a rough diagnosis from a primitive rule-based system called the Screening Decision Unit.

The Screening Decision Unit makes its diagnosis based upon a vercode--a code which represents

MLT's summary of its test results.  The MA uses the information from the trouble report, MLT,

and Screening Decision Unit to make a high-level diagnosis of the trouble.  Based on this

diagnosis, the MA determines the part of the local loop to which a repair technician should be

dispatched: the central office, the cable, or the customer's home.  The MA can also specify that a

test should be performed on the trouble before it can be dispatched.4

 MAX performs the role of the Maintenance Administrator.  The one departure from the MA role

is that MAX is able to send a trouble to a human MA in cases where it is unable to make a

diagnosis.  An MA does not have the option to refer a trouble to another MA. Therefore, while the

MA has four choices, MAX has five possible outcomes for each case: (1) dispatch to the central

office, (2) dispatch to the cable, (3) dispatch to the customer's home, (4) perform a test, (5) send

to a human MA.

MAX is a rule-based system that makes its diagnosis based upon the results of the MLT as well as

other general information, such as the type of switching equipment through which the customer's

line runs. There is a single general rule base that is used by all maintenance locations throughout

New York and New England.  However, the rule base contains parameters that can be tuned for

local conditions.  Table 1 shows a simplified fragment of a rule.  This rule tests voltage attributes

against some parameter settings. The conditions test for high voltages. The location to which a

repair person is dispatched is determined by the classification produced by MAX.

MAX is currently being used throughout NYNEX New York and New England.  Since its

deployment in 1990, it has been modified and expanded for other related tasks in NYNEX as

well.  Among its benefits are that it is fast, consistent, and reduces the number of incorrect

dispatches over the Screening Decision Unit, a primitive rule-based system.  Some of MAX's

3MLT was developed and is maintained by AT&T.
4Phone company operations are constantly evolving.  This gives one view that is adequate for
understanding the MAX expert system.
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limitations are that it is not always correct and that the local parameters are difficult to tune

properly.

If (measurementX < THRESHOLD1)  OR   (measurementY < THRESHOLD1) Hold for further testing
Else If  (highest_measureZ >= THRESHOLD2) Dispatch to customer's home
Else If  (highest_measureZ >= THRESHOLD3) Hold for further testing
Else  Dispatch to cable

Table 1.  An excerpt from a MAX rule. Numeric parameters  that may be changed by Opti-MAX
are capitalized,  variables whose values are set by the MLT for each case are small letters, and
diagnoses are underlined.

3.0 Data Collection

3.1 Data Used in this Study

To evaluate how well MAX performs, and to evaluate how much Opti-MAX improves MAX,

NYNEX collected 500 examples of troubles that had been reported by customers. These were

troubles from a single geographical region ("site").  As MAX operates, it maintains a log of all

troubles it has diagnosed, including all the data used to describe the troubles.  Logs are not

retained forever, but they provide a useful mechanism for collecting trouble descriptions.  Each of

these 500 example descriptions were presented to between two and four human experts in the area

of maintenance and dispatch in order to collect their analyses of the troubles.  These people are

essentially "expert MAs."  MAX's initial knowledge base was implemented from this type of

expertise.  In order to gather the expert diagnoses, we created an on-line survey system that

would allow the experts to easily consider troubles and to input their diagnoses.  We set up a

system that displayed a single trouble at a time. A trouble is displayed on the screen in the same

format as trouble reports are displayed for an MA.  While this is not necessarily the clearest way

to represent the trouble report, it is a format with which the experts are very comfortable.  For

each trouble, our experts were asked to give us their diagnosis of the trouble.  Alternatively, an

expert might indicate that MAX should pass a case on to a human Maintenance Administrator. For

troubles where four experts had provided diagnoses, the majority answer was taken to be the

correct diagnosis (if there was an answer given a majority of the time).  In all other cases, we

constructed a set of acceptable answers, where an acceptable answer is defined to be any answer

given by an expert. We consider it acceptable for an automated system to react like any expert

would on a particular case.

Using this definition of acceptable, there are an average of 1.84 acceptable diagnoses for each

case.  MAX gives a diagnosis matching the acceptable answers on 66.2% of the 500 examples.

Since there are a total of five possible diagnoses, if MAX were to guess randomly, it would be
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36.8% accurate. Although getting 66.2% correct diagnoses may seem low, in other studies [1]

NYNEX has found that MAX generally performs at least as well as experienced MAs. Figures

have been reported in the range of 80-95% accuracy, depending upon the way accuracy is

measured. (More on the problem of measuring accuracy for MAX can be found in [2].) In this

study conducted in a university research laboratory,  we used only a subset of the complete MAX

knowledge base, which contributed in part to MAX's performance.5  In general though, MAX

does not operate at 100% accuracy since it is a general system that must be tuned for good site-

dependent performance.  The ability to tune parameters effectively has eluded the developers and

maintainers of the system.

 We will use the data as follows:  We will repeatedly divide the 500 cases into two sets, one with

400 examples and the other with 100.  The 400 cases (the training set) will be given to Opti-MAX

so that it may tune MAX to agree with the expert diagnoses.  The 100 examples in the other set

(the test set) will be used to evaluate the tuned parameters.

3.2 Alternative Sources of Data

The lack of agreement among the experts suggests that it would be beneficial to explore alternative

sources of data.  (The experts were, on average, giving nearly 2 answers on each example

description.)  Data for this task are particularly problematic.  A variety of data sources have been

considered.  In addition, a variety of data engineering approaches have been explored in an

attempt to extract useful information from these bad data [3].  Despite problems with the data, the

task of tuning MAX's parameters remains an important problem to NYNEX.  As a result, we

consider the expert-provided diagnoses to be a reasonable starting point for tuning MAX.

4.0 Machine Learning Approaches to Tuning MAX

There are a number of learning approaches that we have investigated for the MAX domain.  These

include: inductive learning of a new knowledge base from data; modification of the existing

knowledge base; and tuning of numeric parameter values.  This paper discusses parameter tuning.

In the remainder  of this section, we briefly compare the other approaches to parameter tuning.

 In inductive learning, the task is to create a new knowledge base given data describing troubles

and their diagnoses.  The attributes used by inductive learning are the attributes describing the

troubles in MAX.  The classes to be predicted by an inductive learner are the diagnoses that the

experts indicate MAX should predict.  Any number of inductive learning algorithms, including

5The complete MAX knowledge base has not been released to universities for research purposes due to its
proprietary nature.
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decision trees [4] and neural networks [5] might be applied to this learning problem.  NYNEX

has experimented with decision trees and search techniques for generating new rules [6].  From a

technical point of view, there is a possible disadvantage in using these inductive learning

algorithms.  In particular, they ignore all the knowledge that is contained in the MAX rule base

and focus solely on trying to find predictive relationships in the data.   In a variety of conditions,

it has been found that learners that are biased by existing domain knowledge, such as that encoded

in the MAX knowledge base, learn more accurately and require fewer training examples than

purely inductive learners  [7].

However, from an organizational point of view, there is a more serious problem with inductive

learners.  The learners produce decision trees or neural nets, instead of producing rules in ART

that may be easily integrated into the existing operational environment.  NYNEX has expended

considerable resources in integrating MAX into the computational environment of Maintenance

Centers and much of this work would have to be repeated if NYNEX switched to decision trees

or neural nets.  In addition, NYNEX has spent a great deal of time having experts verify the rules

in the MAX rule base. This work would also have to be repeated. Furthermore, MAX currently

may be customized to each site by simply changing a set of numeric parameters.  It is likely that

the decision tree or neural net used at each site would differ considerably, increasing the effort

required in manually inspecting the rule base for errors.  In addition to these issues related to

financial investment and time investment, there are larger social issues related to the integration of

MAX into the phone company operations.  Any modifications made to the system, even if clear

improvements, are most wisely made in a manner that integrates neatly into the existing system.

Theory revision systems, such as EITHER [8] and FOCL [7] are designed to overcome some of

the technical shortcomings of inductive learners.  In particular, they take as input both a set of

examples and the rule base of an expert system, and produce as output a modified set of rules.

Experimental analysis typically shows such systems to be more accurate than inductive methods,

when they are applicable.  We have experimented with FOCL on MAX data and the MAX rule

base [9].  In order to do this, the MAX rule base had to be translated by hand into PROLOG, and

then FOCL revised the PROLOG rules.  The revisions consist of specializing some rules by

adding extra conditions to them, deleting some rules that are incorrect, inducing some new rules,

and deleting some conditions to rules. Note that FOCL does not have the ability to directly change

a numeric parameter.  Instead, it might start with a condition, such as Voltage > 17.5 and

Resistance > 2400, deleting a condition to produce Voltage > 17.5 and adding a condition

with induction to create Voltage > 17.5 and Resistance > 2500.  However, nothing

prevents FOCL from adding a condition involving a different attribute, such as Voltage > 17.5
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and Type-of-service = PBX. Although we demonstrated that FOCL was more accurate than

an inductive learner, many of the organizational problems remain with FOCL.  In particular, it

produces a different set of rules per site, instead of a different set of parameters.

5.0 Parameter Tuning for NYNEX MAX

Currently, parameters are the only mechanism used to customize MAX for different sites. Here,

we explore an automated approach to setting these parameter values.  We have implemented a

system called Opti-MAX that takes as input the following items:

  A set of training examples, where each example consists of two components:

1. A set of 21 numeric and symbolic variables that describe items such as the type of

telephone equipment used by the customer, and the AC and DC voltages and

resistances between pairs of wires.

2. A set of acceptable diagnoses for the particular case.  These diagnoses were

obtained from experts in the area of local loop maintenance.

 The rule-base used by MAX

 A set of initial parameter values

Opti-MAX returns a set of revised parameter values that may be used by MAX.  The goal of the

revision process is to reduce the number of times that MAX disagrees with one of the experts.

Such a parameter revision system has an advantage over other learning approaches in that it does

not require change to MAX or the environment in which it currently operates.

The problem solved by Opti-MAX is essentially a function optimization problem.  The function to

be optimized here is a complex function defined by symbolic rules.  If the function were described

mathematically, and if the derivatives of the function were known, it might be possible to optimize

it with standard mathematical methods such as gradient descent.  Because this is not the case, we

have explored various artificial intelligence search methods on this problem.  Although the

methods we employ are not guaranteed to find a globally optimal solution, we will show

experimentally that they can improve upon the existing parameters, and can be used to customize

MAX to a new location.

We have tried a variety of artificial intelligence search methods on this problem.  These include

steepest ascent hill-climbing search, genetic algorithms [10] and simulated annealing [11].  Here

we describe Opti-Max, a greedy hill-climbing search method.  In previous experiments [12], we

have shown that an earlier version of greedy hill-climbing search method performed at least as

well as the other more complex search methods on a related problem, but required much less time
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to revise the parameters.  The next few paragraphs provide a brief overview of these techniques.

A complete summary of the algorithms and experimental results comparing the algorithms on

other data sets can be found in [12].

Opti-Max is described in Table 2.  To summarize, the algorithm makes a random adjustment to a

parameter: by setting the parameter to random numbers between 0 and the parameter's current

value; by setting the parameter between the parameter's current value and twice its value; by

setting it to a value between 95% of the parameter's value and its current value; and by setting it to

a value between its current value and 105% of its current value.   For each, we evaluate the effect

of changing the parameter to this value on the training cases.  If changing the parameter value

reduces the number of mistakes made by MAX, the parameter value is changed.  If  the change

has no effect, then the parameter is changed 50% of the time.  Otherwise, the parameter is

restored to its current value.  The process of cycling through all parameters, changing them to a

random value and evaluating the effect of the change is repeated until we cycle through all

parameters 12 times in a row without reducing the number of errors made by  MAX.

In previous versions of hill-climbing search, we tried steepest-ascent hill-climbing.  In this

approach, we only changed the parameter whose value most decreased the number of errors made

on each cycle through the parameters.  However, this approach required many more cycles

through the parameters than the current approach.  In addition, we tried hill-climbing operators

that added or subtracted a fixed amount to each parameter value (e.g., 2.5%) and increased this

amount if no change had a beneficial effect.  However, this approach was not as accurate as the

more probabilistic approach we currently use.

Simulated annealing and genetic algorithms have a potential advantage over our current approach.

In particular, if there is an interaction among parameter values, such that changing one parameter

value will not  be beneficial unless another parameter value is also changed, then the hill-climbing

approach will not necessarily be able to find such an improvement.  However, this problem has

not arisen in our experimental studies in which the current approach is at least as accurate as the

other methods, but requires much less time.  Note that our current approach will change a

parameter fifty percent of the time if it has no effect.  This step is added to allow exploration of

some feature interactions. The design of the operators in hill-climbing search (that test that

parameters at random values rather than predetermined discrete differences) was also influenced

by our experience with these more complex, and more time-consuming search methods.

Furthermore, our decision to explore both large changes (up to 100% of the parameters value) and
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small changes (within 5% of the parameters value) was influenced by our experience with genetic

algorithms that can make both large and small changes to parameter values.
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Given:
Parameters- a set of numeric parameters
Examples- a set of classified examples

Errors = Errors(Examples, Parameters)
Non_improvements = 0
ReviseLoop: Changed = False
  For each Parameter in Parameters
            OldValue = Parameter
            Parameter = Uniform(0, Parameter)
            NewErrors = Errors(Examples, Parameters)
            Effect = NewErrors - Errors
            If (Beneficial(Effect))
                Then Changed = True
            Else If (Zero(Effect) & Random(.5) = True))
               Then Errors = NewErrors
               Else Parameter = OldValue
  For each Parameter in Parameters
            OldValue = Parameter
            Parameter = Uniform(Parameter, 2*Parameter)
            NewErrors = Errors(Examples,  Parameters)
            Effect = NewErrors - Errors
            If (Beneficial(Effect))
                Then Changed = True
            Else If (Zero(Effect) & Random(.5) = True))
               Then Errors = NewErrors
               Else Parameter = OldValue
  For each Parameter in Parameters
            OldValue = Parameter
            Parameter = Uniform(.95*Parameter, Parameter)
            NewErrors = Errors(Examples, Parameters)
            Effect = NewErrors - Errors
            If (Beneficial(Effect))
                Then Changed = True
            Else If (Zero(Effect) & Random(.5) = True))
               Then Errors = NewErrors
               Else Parameter = OldValue
  For each Parameter in Parameters
            OldValue = Parameter
            Parameter = Uniform(Parameter, 1.05*Parameter)
            NewErrors = Errors(Examples,  Parameters)
            Effect = NewErrors - Errors
            If (Beneficial(Effect))
                Then Changed = True
            Else If (Zero(Effect) & Random(.5) = True))
               Then Errors = NewErrors
               Else Parameter = OldValue

If Changed = True
   Then Non_improvements = 0
   Else Non_improvements = Non_improvements + 1
If (Non_improvements < MAXWANDER)
   Then GoTo ReviseLoop
   Else Return Parameters

Table 2 .  The hillclimbing procedure for revising numeric parameter values. We use a
value of 12 for MAXWANDER. Uniform(X, Y) returns a random number between X and
Y. Random(X) returns True when a generated random number between zero and one is
greater than X.
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6.0 Experimentation and Results

We ran three experiments  that demonstrate the effectiveness of the hill-climbing approach

summarized in Table 2.  In each experiment, the data were split into thirty random partitions

of testing and training data. The search methods were trained on subsets of the training

partition (from 100 to 400 examples in increments of 100) and then we evaluated the

effectiveness of the method by seeing how well MAX performed on the examples in the test

partition.  These results were then averaged to generate the plots in Figures 1 through 3. Each

experiment differs in the values of the initial parameters passed into Opti-MAX. The three

possible initial parameter configurations are as follows:

1. The actual parameters used by MAX at the same site from which the training and

test data are collected.  This tests the ability of Opti-MAX to fine tune MAX in an

operational setting by using expert feedback.  Well call this condition the Same

Site setting.

2. The actual parameters used by MAX at a different site from which the data are

collected.  We call this condition the Different Site setting.  This tests the ability to

customize MAX to a new site, starting with the parameters of a different site.

3. Random values were chosen for each parameter from a uniform distribution in the

range of the actual value of parameter minus 25% of its value and the actual value

plus 25% of its actual value.  This tests the ability to tune the system starting with

reasonable but erroneous parameter settings. We call this condition the Random

setting.

Figure 1 shows a graph of the average accuracy of MAX using the parameters returned by Opti-

MAX after training when the initial parameters are the parameters that are currently in use by

MAX at the same site from which the data are collected.  Under these conditions, the initial

accuracy of MAX was 66.2%.  By tuning the parameters to emulate expert decisions, the accuracy

of MAX increases to 71.7% (with 100 examples) and to  73.1% with 400 examples. This

demonstrates that Opti-MAX has the ability to improve MAX by making it agree with expert

diagnosticians.
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Figure  1 .  The results of using Opti-MAX  to revise the parameter values currently in use to

agree with expert diagnoses.

Figure 2 shows a graph of the average accuracy of MAX  using parameters tuned by Opti-MAX

when the initial parameters are the parameters that are currently in use by MAX at a site that differs

from the site from which the data are collected.  In this experiment, the data used are identical to

the data used in the previous experiment, but the initial parameter values differed. Here, the initial

accuracy of MAX was 64.5%.  By tuning the parameters to emulate expert decisions, the accuracy

of MAX increases to 71.0% (with 100 examples) and to  72.7% with 400 examples. This

demonstrates that Opti-MAX has the ability to customize MAX to a new site by emulating the

expert decision at that site.
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Figure 2.  The results of using Opti-MAX  to revise the parameter values currently in use at one

site to agree with expert diagnoses at a different site.

Figure 3 shows a graph of the average accuracy of MAX  using parameters tuned by Opti-MAX

when the initial parameters are assigned to be random numbers within 25% of the values currently

used.   Under this condition, the initial accuracy of MAX was 63.2%  By tuning the parameters to

emulate expert decisions, the accuracy of MAX increases to  72.0% with 400 examples. This

demonstrates that Opti-MAX has the ability to customize MAX when the parameter values are set

to random, but reasonable, values.
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Figure  3 .  The results of using Opti-MAX  to revise the randomly set parameter values to agree

with expert diagnoses.

7.0 Conclusions

We have demonstrated a parameter tuning strategy for the NYNEX MAX trouble screening expert

system based upon hill-climbing search.  MAX currently has a general set of rules that can be

customized for local optimization by setting parameter values.  While the ability to customize the

rule base is extremely valuable, it is not currently performed effectively.  The parameters are

difficult to tune because they may interact in ways that are not obvious by looking at individual

rules.  Tuning them with a more global perspective would involve keeping track of their

interactions in all rules.  Furthermore, there are many sites at which the parameters should be

tuned, making the task particularly time-consuming. The search method presented here tunes

parameters to adjust MAX's behavior to be closer to that of experts. It does so in an automated

way which reduces the time required of those who maintain the system.  Furthermore, it tunes

MAX in a manner that is consistent with its current implementation.  It does not involve a

modification of the system as it currently exists.
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